As a friend of Stanford Management Science & Engineering who previously expressed interest in the department, we invite you to sign-up for our new quarterly newsletter.

You will receive the latest department research, videos, news, events and profiles, three to four times a year. However, you will not receive any future newsletters unless you take this opportunity to opt-in to our mailing list. SIGN-UP NOW >>

Killing "Black Swan" Events Through Risk Analysis
Research from MS&E Professor Elizabeth Paté-Cornell shows how borrowing risk analysis strategies from engineering helps organizations to make better management decisions and reduce the perceived occurrence of "black swan" and "perfect storm" events. READ MORE.

Stanford Study: Alumni Create $2.7 Trillion in Annual Revenue
The Stanford Innovation Study, co-authored by MS&E Assistant Professor Chuck Eesley, reveals the impressive economic impact of entrepreneurial alumni and examines Stanford's multi-faceted entrepreneurial environment. READ MORE.

Melinda Gates: Pursue Passions with a Vengeance [VIDEO]
Melinda Gates recently spoke at MS&E 472's Entrepreneurial Thought Leaders Seminar to talk about how the Gates Foundation is using innovation to find data-driven and culturally appropriate solutions to global challenges in the areas of health and education. WATCH VIDEO.
Lauryn Isford: MS&E Student Perspective

Seeking a major that brought together her love of numbers, technology and working with people, sophomore Lauryn Isford quickly found a home in MS&E. Learn how she discovered MS&E, met Google's Larry Page, conducted research for the Epicenter, and learned to play the steelpan all in her first year. READ MORE.

New Directions Lecture: Understanding Content Referral on the Internet [VIDEO]

The New Directions in Management Science and Engineering Lecture Series features insightful talks from visiting faculty. Enjoy Columbia's Assaf Zeevi discussing revenue models and real-time modeling related to how users search for and consume online content. WATCH VIDEO.

INFORMS Invites You to Become Stanford Alumni Mentor

All alumni of MS&E, Engineering Economic Systems, Operations Research and Industrial Engineering and Management are invited to register to become an alumni mentor to MS&E Ph.D. candidates, as well as undergraduate and graduate students. LEARN MORE.

Want Future Newsletters? You Have to Sign-Up!

Stanford MS&E wants to keep sharing the latest research and resources from the department, but that won't happen unless you enter your email here! SIGN-UP TO RECEIVE FUTURE NEWSLETTERS.

SIGN UP NOW

Stanford MS&E wants to keep sharing the latest research and resources from the department, but that won't happen unless you: SIGN-UP NOW.

ABOUT MS&E

Stanford’s Management Science and Engineering Department provides education and research opportunities associated with the development of knowledge, tools, and methods required to make decisions and to shape policies, to configure organizational structures, to design engineering systems, and to solve problems associated with the information-intensive technology based economy. Visit our homepage.